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It is my pleasure to present The Bays Healthcare 
Group’s Annual Report for 2016–17. 

It has been another very solid year for The Bays and 
our team. We’ve seen some great innovations and 
new infrastructure come into play. There has been 
a focus on educating our staff and community, and 
we’ve gathered some very valuable information about 
our performance.

During the year our overall operating revenue 
increased by 4.0% to $37.5 million. Our operating 
profit before donations increased slightly to 
$3.11 million.

I would like to thank the members of our Board. 
I’m proud to work alongside them to deliver on 
our mission: to serve the Mornington Peninsula 
community through the provision of high quality 
healthcare services. I’ve appreciated their counsel and 
advice during the year. Our Board members are some 
of our greatest community ambassadors, and work 
tirelessly for the organisation.

I extend the Board’s thanks to Allan and the executive 
team. They are improving the organisation’s capacity 
and skills with a culture of continuous improvement, 
and by fostering leadership. In addition, they are 
helping us to plan and implement new infrastructure 
and services as we position ourselves as a healthcare 
leader in the region.

In 2017 we are celebrating 80 years of providing 
healthcare in Mornington: first as The Bush, and 
since 1997 as The Bays. I’ve enjoyed speaking to 
our members and the wider community to reflect 
on our rich history. It is remarkable to think of the 
generations of babies born at The Bays—many of 
whom we care for throughout their lives. We’re very 
proud to be a part of so many family histories.

We held the official opening of our new Margaret 
Goding Maternity Unit in July. The event highlighted 
not just the excellent work of our maternity team and 
their achievements, but also the power of putting an 
extraordinary act of philanthropy behind that work. 
We are honoured to support Margaret and Brian 
Goding’s vision of community healthcare for future 
generations—their leadership inspires us to work hard 
to deliver it. With that unit now up and running, we 
are thrilled to be well positioned to bring many more 
babies into the world at The Bays.

Our development plans for the new Aged Care 
home at Hastings are progressing well, with council 
approving plans for our first stage. The complex 
project is being well managed by the team. We’re 
all looking forward to getting the construction 

underway, and for this exciting state-of-the-art 
facility to become a reality. Naturally, we are mindful 
to manage any disruption to our residents and their 
families. See more on the plans on pages 34–35.

This year we conducted a number of survey activities 
to give us valuable information on our performance 
and facilities. Surveys of patient and doctor feedback 
were undertaken in late 2016 by external company 
Press Ganey Australia—an industry leader in health 
care performance improvement. We were pleased 
to receive the results, which have given us valuable 
information about where we are performing well, and 
where we need to concentrate our future efforts. 

We were delighted that our ranking for people 
who would recommend our hospital was above all 
benchmarked facilities internationally. Patients rated 
our maternity service in the top 10% nationally, and 
the Day Surgery Unit in the top 15%. Doctors rated 
our operating theatres in the top 12% nationally. These 
were great results for the team and I congratulate 
everyone. Benchmarking exercises like this give us 
good information on areas we can also improve. I note 
that the team have enthusiastically embraced all the 
feedback. There is a detailed report on the survey 
results on pages 17–19.

In addition to surveying doctors and patients, we 
also sought information from our members and 
volunteers. All of this consultation and feedback helps 
us make important decisions on future directions. 

It was a pleasure to join our volunteers for the 
presentation of their awards as part of National 
Volunteer Week. This year we offered 107 of our 
volunteers an Associate membership of The Bays in 
recognition of the in-kind contribution they make to 
the organisation. Our new concierge service at the 
hospital is receiving lots of positive feedback, thanks 
to the efforts of our volunteers.

Congratulations go to Lois Carter—our extraordinary 
volunteer at Hastings. Lois has spent 45 years as 
a member of the Pink Ladies and has helped the 
group raise over $65,000 for the benefit of our Aged 
Care residents. In December, Lois received a highly 
commended nomination for service in the Victorian 
Premier’s Volunteer Awards. The Bays Healthcare, 
and the community in general, are lucky to have 
individuals like Lois. She inspires us all.

Education has been a focus of our activities this 
year. In addition to our excellent and ongoing clinical 
education for staff and local GPs, we’ve expanded our 
community education activities. A new men’s health 
group—chaired by community members Roy and 
Helen Francis—currently has 86 active members and 

Chairman’s report

CHAIRMAN’S REPORT
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is growing. I’m confident that this local group will help 
give men the support and information they need to 
pay more attention to their own health.

We rolled out a program of member events this year 
to help educate and engage our members. These 
events have also proved very popular, illustrating that 
local people are keen to inform themselves about 
wellbeing and preventative health.

Our accredited courses run for local GPs were very 
popular again this year, with 109 local professionals 
attending events we hosted. It is great to see The 
Bays being recognised as a leader in education here 
on the Mornington Peninsula, and we will continue to 
help local GPs inform themselves about best practice.

The organisation’s fundraising efforts have been 
very successful again this year. We worked closely 
with the Goding Foundation on the opening of the 
Margaret Goding Maternity Unit and its new facilities. 
Our cancer treatment capabilities have been further 
enhanced with new equipment and technology as a 
result of generous philanthropy. And at Hastings, two 
substantial donations have enabled us to develop a 
multi-sensory room and purpose-built garden to help 
stimulate and delight our residents with dementia.

In October we held our annual charity golf day at The 
National Golf Course. The event raised over $53,000 
to purchase software for our new world-class prostate 
ultrasound machine. 

Again this year, we’ve had considerable support from 
Bernie Taylor and The Grand Hotel for our hospital 
room refurbishment program. The All Saints Anglican 
Church Opportunity Shop in Rosebud generously 
funded additional hours to increase the availability 
and services of our Breast Care Nurse in the southern 
Peninsula region.

We were delighted with the gesture of very generous 
support from the Melbourne Racing Club Foundation 
and the Mornington Racing Club—who matched every 
dollar donated by the public on Mornington Cup Day, 
contributing to the purchase of a new foetal monitor 
for our maternity unit.

I would also like to extend our thanks to the many 
members of our community who give to The Bays 
anonymously. We are honoured by every one of your 
financial contributions: large or small. 

It’s the support of the community that drives us to 
work so hard to deliver the best quality healthcare 
in our region. We look forward to your continued 
support, and a bright future for The Bays Healthcare.

ADRIAN WISCHER 
Chairman—Board of Directors
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It’s been another great year at The Bays, with some 
outstanding achievements by our staff, specialists 
and volunteers. We’ve opened new facilities and 
expanded our capacity to meet the healthcare 
needs of our growing region.

On behalf of the staff I extend my thanks to Adrian 
and the Board for their good governance and counsel. 
As an organisation we are fortunate to have a Board 
of Directors with such passion and leadership who are 
helping to position The Bays for the future.

The Bays Hospital achieved a record monthly number 
of operations performed (952) in August 2016. And 
in Aged Care we are at a new record capacity level. 
The Bays cannot do this without the hard work and 
resilience of our staff. I am consistently impressed by 
the team’s willingness and ability to step-up to meet 
new benchmarks, and to improve efficiency and 
performance. I applaud the whole team for working so 
hard to build a culture of excellence at The Bays.

During the year we were delighted to have our  
‘Baby-Friendly’ accreditation renewed for another 
three year term. The Baby Friendly Health Initiative 
is a global effort by The World Health Organization 
and UNICEF to implement practices that protect, 
promote and support breastfeeding. The Bays has 
been accredited with baby-friendly status for more 
than 16 years, and we are currently the only private 
healthcare facility in Victoria with this accreditation. 
It is a reflection of the quality and commitment of 
our maternity staff and the outstanding service 
they provide.

This year we opened our new education precinct —
which gives us a dedicated space for seminars, 
courses and workshops. Education of our staff, local 

GPs and the community is core business for us, and 
the new facilities are being put to good use.

Improvements in our consulting suites—with additional 
spaces and an administration team to support our 
specialists—make The Bays a very attractive option 
for specialists looking to establish their practice. The 
outcomes for our patients of having specialists based 
on site are obvious. We will continue to work to attract 
the very best talent to work with us at The Bays.

The infrastructure developments at Mornington will 
continue. The site of the former Mornington Tennis 
Club will be incorporated into new and impressive 
facilities to meet the demands of our growing region. 

During the year our team and local specialists 
continued to drive new standards of excellence and 
innovation. In February, we were delighted to work 
with Mr James Chiu to be the first hospital in Victoria 
to use new world class technology for a shoulder 
replacement. The state-of-the-art surgical navigation 
tool enabled the placement of shoulder implants with 
a ground-breaking level of accuracy. I congratulate 
James and our theatre team on this exciting work—
and for putting The Bays in the media headlines. 

We saw new equipment and technology put to great 
use in our operating theatres: increasing efficiencies 
and improving outcomes for our cancer patients. Our 
new scalp cooling machine—a first for the region—
means local people don’t have to travel to a larger city 
hospital for treatment. New equipment purchased this 
year, thanks to a very generous donation, has enabled 
our breast surgeons to improve diagnostic confidence 
when removing cancer tissue and markedly decrease 
the time of the procedure. Behind all of this impressive 
new technology and equipment are local people who 

CEO’s report
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Some of our maternity team Pam Butterworth
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receive better care, improved services and positive 
health outcomes because of it.

We were also very pleased to receive the 
announcement that our Prostate Cancer Nurse, 
Meredith Studdert, would continue to be funded 
by the federal government. Meredith is providing 
valuable support and care to local men and their 
families during their prostate cancer diagnosis and 
treatment. We look forward to continuing to offer her 
wonderful support to our community. 

We are excited to be able to take our support services 
out to the community in two new vehicles made 
possible by Bernie Taylor and The Grand Hotel.

During the year we farewelled our Catering Manager, 
Pam Butterworth, who retired after 30 years with us 
to spend more time with her family. A lot has changed 
since Pam began working as a cook and trolley girl 
at The Bush in 1987. At that time, the hospital did 
not have menus, and everyone was given the same 
meal. Pam has been instrumental in the expansion of 
our catering services to the high quality and variety 
on offer today. We thank her for feeding us, and our 
patients, so well for so many years.

We also said farewell to our Operating Theatre 
Manager, Romany Goonan, who has left us to pursue 
a new career challenge. Romany played a key role in 
the development of our operating theatre and the 
theatre team over the past 11 years. I thank her for 
her professionalism.

Again this year, it is our volunteers that show us 
what is so special about The Bays—community 
spirit, commitment, initiative and agility, a culture of 
excellence, and the teamwork of our people.

I thank the members of our community who continue 
to support us, attend our events, and choose us 
for their healthcare. Our mission is to serve the 
Mornington Peninsula community through the 
provision of high quality healthcare services —and 
we intend to do that to the highest standard.

ALLAN BOSTON 
Chief Executive Officer

Dr Lizzy Gascoigne, General Practitioner

Our values
The Bays’ iCare values are:

• Integrity—Being honest in our dealings 
with others.

• Compassion—Recognising the physical, social 
and emotional needs of our patients, residents 
and families as well as our staff.

• Accountability—Being responsible for and 
mindful of the consequences of our actions.

• Respect—Acknowledging the rights and 
opinions of others as we work together as 
a team.

• Excellence—Continually improving quality 
and efficiency.

By embracing this iCare philosophy, we will be 
successful as individuals, as an organisation and 
as a community.
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Board of Directors

Adrian Wischer 
Chairman

Peter Wickenden 
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Graham Cato OAM

Mark Renehan

Mark FeatherbyCarol Allen

Auditor David Szepfalusy 
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Steve Avery 
Chief Financial Officer

Executive team

Allan Boston 
Chief Executive Officer

Anita Woods 
Director of Nursing

Erina Rewi 
General Manager, 

Aged Care

Ingrid Trebels 
Human Resources 

Manager

EXECUTIVE TEAM
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Dr Elise Dracopoulos,  
Ear, Nose and Throat Surgeon
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The Bays Healthcare Group

Our vision is:

• the best care, provided efficiently
and with compassion

• a community that is confident in our
services and our commitment to the
Mornington Peninsula

• a professional, cohesive, team-based
culture that attracts and retains the
best people

• demonstrated support for our
community through investment in
buildings, equipment, our people and
the development of services

• a culture that reflects social and
environmental awareness and
responsibility.
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The Bays Difference
We operate one of the few remaining independent, 
community managed, not-for-profit private hospitals 
in Victoria. We believe that makes a difference.
During the year:

• An external provider surveyed our patients to
help us benchmark their experience at The Bays
against national and international hospitals. This
provided valuable feedback, identified areas for
improvement, and highlighted areas where we are
currently doing well.

• Information was also gathered via feedback
collection boxes placed around the hospital. We
responded to comments, made improvements
where possible, and reported the feedback.

• We conducted an audit of our patient handover
and communication practices on the wards.
Improvements were made to our use of white
boards in patient rooms, our clinical handover
procedures and patient communications.

• We established an advisory focus group of staff,
volunteers and members to give us feedback
on signage, patient information material,
redevelopment, services, events and matters of
community interest.

• Our pre-admission nurses fine-tuned their
communication with the wards to anticipate care
requirements for patients with special needs, like
wheelchair access requirements, mobility issues,
falls risks, or dementia.

• We created a diagrammatic tool to help us with
early engagement of external service providers,
including social workers and rehabilitation services. 

• In response to feedback, we introduced a trolley
service to deliver morning and afternoon tea and
soup to patients.

• Formal processes were developed to improve
transfers between our Hastings Aged Care and
Mornington hospital sites.

• We evaluated the initiatives we implemented last
year using patient evaluation trackers.

• There was a 96% patient satisfaction   score for
our Day Surgery Unit following renovations and a
patient flow review.

• There was a 94% patient satisfaction rate for the
introduction of made to order á la carte meals for
our maternity patients.

• We participated in the Australian Private Hospitals
Association Quality Indicator Benchmarking
Program and submitted our first round of data in
January 2017.

• We completed a doctor survey in October 2016.
An action plan and priorities in response to the
feedback have been implemented.

• Customer service training was held with staff and
the development of a formal training program
commenced.

Report on strategic priorities
The Bays Healthcare Group

Rachel Levvey, Registered Nurse
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STRATEGIC PRIORITIES

• We researched industry trends and leading
practices by visiting other aged care facilities. Staff
attended an aged care conference (and made site
visits) in Denmark, and attended the Leading Aged
Service Australia Conference, the National Urology
Conference and the National Dementia Conference.

• We had 10 staff complete our leadership group
program and another 10 start a second round of
the program. We introduced an evaluation tool
to select suitable participants for this leadership
program—with the overall aim of improving
leadership capacity at The Bays.

• A survey was conducted to gather feedback from
Aged Care resident families. This helped us identify
areas where we could make positive change.

• There was a change of format to our regular
meetings with Aged Care residents and their
families—to encourage participation and address
issues as they arise.

• A review of the catering and food service in Aged
Care was completed. A new software program was
implemented to improve communication about
patient diet between clinical and catering staff.

• A new menu for Aged Care was introduced, led by
our residents and families, and facilitated by our
dietitian and head chef.

Expanded and enhanced 
acute services
As well as maintaining the specialties offered, we will 
expand and improve our service to meet the needs 
of a growing population.
During the year:

• Our patient monitoring system was installed on the
wards and training in the system began.

• Patient experience from pre-admission to discharge
continues to be assessed and developed. Use of our
pre-admission clinic continues to rise.

• We appointed more part-time and casual Career
Medical Officers (CMOs) to ensure we have medical
cover for week nights.

• There was education for our staff in areas of high
dependency, advanced life support, high acuity
nursing and assessment of deteriorating patients.

• Education for our doctors was provided on
advanced life support, emergency care and cancer.

• We purchased a new state-of-the-art microscope
for spinal and orthopaedic surgery.

• We made headlines for being the first hospital
in Victoria to use a new navigational system for
shoulder replacement surgery.

• We created a dedicated specialist on-call physician
roster, to operate Monday–Friday.

• We created a dedicated specialist paediatric on-call
roster, which operates 24/7.

• We recruited three new paediatrician/
neonatologists to our team.

• We attracted new specialists to practice at The
Bays in our key clinical areas of anaesthetics,
endocrinology, gastroenterology, medical oncology,
orthopaedics, paediatrics, general medicine, plastic
surgery, thoracic surgery, urogynaecology, urology
and vascular surgery.

• We reviewed and made improvements to how we
manage direct hospital admissions—to streamline
the experience for our specialists, GPs and patients.

• Argus software was introduced to receive medical
records from our specialists. This meant that all our
inpatients had discharge summary documentation
issued to their GP on the day of their discharge
from hospital.

Dr Keith How, Obstetrician Lisa Underwood, Practice Manager, Sessional Consulting Suites
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STRATEGIC PRIORITIES

Integrated Aged Care services
Aged care services will increasingly be provided in 
the community and people in residential facilities 
will need more intensive care and support.
During the year:

• The design of our new Aged Care home underwent 
a detailed review of functionality. Considerations 
included:
– engagement of family and community
– empowerment of residents
– promotion of inclusion, activity and engagement
– provision of facilities and services that support 

the elderly with dementia and cognitive 
impairment

– the use of technology.

• Our teams collaborated on a diagrammatic tool to 
streamline transfers and admissions between the 
two sites.

• We continued sharing skills and expertise across 
our sites. Aged care clinical staff attended 
education on assessment and management of 
deteriorating patients. 

• We updated position descriptions, recruitment and 
selection processes for Aged Care employees to 
ensure our values and care of the elderly are core 
skills in the staff we recruit. 

• We increased our capacity in Aged Care with a new 
configuration of double rooms.

Community support
We will support our community not only through 
the services, but in providing employment for local 
people and supporting other organisations.
During the year:

• We introduced ‘associate member’ status for our 
volunteers in recognition of the time and support 
they provide. 

• Our volunteers and members participated in focus 
group testing —representing the community and 
providing feedback. 

• We shared our news and stories with the 
community, invited community members to 
our events, and increased our presence and 
accessibility. 

• We implemented our volunteer orientation 
program for all new volunteers.

• We asked our volunteers for feedback by survey. 
In addition, we provided feedback forms to enable 
issues and suggestions to be provided regularly. 

• We introduced a new volunteer concierge service 
to meet and assist our patients and visitors with 
way finding in the hospital.

• Our volunteer companionship program was 
expanded to include the Day Infusion Unit.

• Our volunteer team assisted with promotion at 
fundraising events. 

• We expanded some of our existing volunteer 
programs, including: our lifestyle program at Aged 
Care, patient liaison, day surgery voluntary work, 
and our garden program.

• We celebrated volunteering at The Bays with a 
function to acknowledge their assistance, and 
volunteers received service awards. 

• A new member benefit package was initiated to 
improve and promote the benefits of membership.

• Our health support groups brought members 
of the community together to share information 
and activities.

From left: Aged Care residents, Fred Smith, Stan Broadfoot and 
Hans Mathis

From left: Toula Liapis and Deidre Hadjiantonakis, Environmental 
Services
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First Class Infrastructure
Building and maintaining contemporary healthcare 
infrastructure is essential to the delivery of high 
quality healthcare services.
During the year:

• We opened our new $6 million maternity ward and 
special care nursery in December 2016.      

• We opened our three fully refurbished birthing 
suites, a new lift, and an education precinct and 
conference room in April 2017.

• The master plan for our Mornington hospital 
site was adjusted to include priority staging for 
intensive care, the new operating theatre expansion 
and a patient ward.  

• The development application for a new 120 bed 
Aged Care facility was approved by Mornington 
Peninsula Shire Council. Their town planning 
department has approved the first stage of 60 
beds to be built. Detailed design and planning 
is underway to ensure there will be minimal 
operational impact. 

• We improved our capacity for workshops, seminars 
and community events with the opening of our 
new education and training precinct.

• Signage was refreshed to improve our branding 
and visibility at both sites.

Agile Systems and support
We will be innovative, collaborative and leverage the 
opportunities offered by new technologies that are 
changing the way we live.
During the year:

• Working with orthopaedic surgeon, Mr James 
Chiu, The Bays was the first hospital in Victoria 
to use new world class technology for a shoulder 
replacement. This ground-breaking navigational 
system enables the insertion of shoulder implants 
with pinpoint accuracy. 

• We began development of a suite of ‘dashboards’—
management tools to help us monitor and measure 
key performance indicators across all levels of the 
organisation. These tools are currently in place 
for operational management in acute care and 
aged care. Staff received training in using the 
dashboards and interpreting their reports.

• A program has been introduced for tracking 
surgeon preference and stock control in our 
operating theatre.  

• A revised injury prevention program was 
implemented and our staff training manual was 
updated to reflect latest best practice.  

• We engaged an external specialist to review and 
provide advice on WorkCover claims, and to help 
us identify and manage high risk injuries. 

• We sought to minimise adverse environmental 
impact in our operations and in the planning and 
development of new facilities. 

• We reviewed the use of solar power for our air 
conditioners, installed water tanks and installed 
LED lighting throughout our hospital and 
consulting suites.

• We have a partnership with Deakin University to 
provide clinical placement and experience for 
maternity university students at our hospital.

STRATEGIC PRIORITIES

From left: Theatre Nurses, Alison  Monger and Lisa Nolan
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Achievements and highlights
The Bays Healthcare Group

Hospital: record operations
We performed a record monthly number of 
operations (952) in August 2016. That was 57 more 
than the previous record, and 154 more than August 
2015. Our five operating theatres were rated highly by 
our specialists in a survey conducted in October 2016. 

Aged care: record occupancy 
Aged Care now has 104% occupancy. This has been 
achieved by the configuration of more double rooms. 
We are respectful of retaining the relationships of 
our elderly residents. The option of shared rooms 
gives comfort and reassurance to couples, decreases 
anxiety, maintains dignity, and gives reassurance to 
family members. 

Prostate Cancer Nurse funding 
Prostate Cancer Nurse, Meredith Studdert, is well 
known by many people on the Mornington Peninsula 
for the valuable support and care she has given them 
during their prostate cancer diagnosis and treatment. 
We were very happy to receive the announcement 
by The Hon. Greg Hunt MP, Federal Member for 
Flinders, Minister for Health and Minister for Sport, 
that Meredith’s position at The Bays would continue 
to be funded. 

The Australian Government is providing $6 million to 
fund specialist nurses for prostate cancer. Meredith 
is currently one of only 14 full-time specialist nurses 
working as part of this Prostate Cancer Foundation of 
Australia initiative which began in 2014.

This funding will continue to support prostate cancer 
nurse positions until 2019–20, so that men with 
cancer, and their families, receive the support and 
information they need.

Doctor–patient satisfaction survey
Surveys of doctor and patient feedback were 
undertaken in late 2016. Press Ganey Australia— 
an industry leader in health care performance 
improvement—were engaged to help us benchmark 
our performance against other hospitals. The 
feedback identified areas where we can improve 
and also gave rewarding feedback to staff who were 
complimented.

Aged Care resident, Nada Breen and husband Les

Operating theatre team
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What our patients say 
about us
Patients rated  
our hospital  
in the
TOP

30%
NATIONALLY

Patients rated  
our day surgery  
unit in the
TOP

15%
NATIONALLY

Patients rated  
our maternity 
service in the
TOP

10%
NATIONALLY

What our doctors say 
about us
Doctors  
rated our  
services in the
TOP

25%
NATIONALLY

Doctors  
rated our operating 
theatres in the
TOP

15%
NATIONALLY

ACHIEVEMENTS & HIGHLIGHTS

100% of our members would recommend The Bays to others

Survey Results 2016–17

‘Best hospital hands down!!!’ 
— patient, April 2017

‘Thank you for a very enjoyable experience. 
Such a beautiful time in our life made even 
more special by all the staff looking after us’. 
— patient, April 2017

‘We were so pleased with our experience at The 
Bays. The facilities are wonderful but the staff 
are exceptional and that is what made our stay 
so good.’ 
— patient, April 2017

‘I had surgery and stayed overnight last night 
and I would like to praise each and every nurse 
that cared for me during my stay as they were 
all amazing extremely friendly and caring and a 
great credit to your hospital.’ 
— patient, April 2017

‘Firstly I must congratulate every member of 
staff for the wonderful care and consideration 
given to me whilst a patient in your beautifully 
clean hospital. My husband and I have lived in 
the area for 60 years and had visits to other 
hospitals although good, we have found none 
to compare totally in every way to The Bays. 
Thanks to each and all of you for all you have 
done for me.’  
— patient, Dec 2016

Dr Marie Rostek, Plastic Surgeon and Dr Lizzy 
Gascoigne, Surgical Assistant
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Patient survey feedback
• 77 inpatient responses received.
• 108 day surgery responses received.
• The majority from both patient groups ranked our 

hospital as very good (the highest rating).
• Our Day Surgery Unit was ranked particularly 

highly, with very few complaints or suggestions.

Inpatient feedback
• Patients rated our hospital in the top 30% nationally.
• Our ranking for people who would recommend our 

hospital was a big highlight. We performed above 
all benchmarked facilities internationally. 

• Our admission process and attention to personal 
details were rated particularly highly.

• Maternity feedback was extremely high. 
• Briars and Coolart were above the average of 

facilities we were benchmarked against.

Areas for improvement included:
• Information on discharge and medications.
• Noise level on our wards.

Day surgery feedback
• Patients rated our Day Surgery Unit in the top 

15% nationally.
• Our facilities, surgeons, admission process and 

waiting times were rated highly.
• Our nursing staff and anaesthetists also rated well 

with some improvements suggested.
• Communication with patients and between staff is 

an area of future focus.

Doctor survey feedback
• 29 responses were received.
• The majority of our doctors rated us as good–very 

good (which was the highest rating).
• Operating theatres and day surgery were our 

star performing clinical areas when benchmarked 
against other private facilities.

• Our facilities overall were highly ranked (top 25% 
nationally).

• Our nurses were also ranked highly with some 
areas of feedback for improvement.

• Discharge planning and inpatient scheduling/
admitting were areas for improvement with some 
good feedback received.

• Pharmacy services received feedback which has 
been provided to Slade. 

We will work on:
• Slade Pharmacy having representation on, and 

reporting to, our Medical Advisory Committee. 
• A review of surgical admission and day surgery 

admission patient flow.
• Nursing staff education and communication with 

patients and doctors.
• GP notification of discharge, and feedback.

Many of our doctors commended The Bays on our 
volunteer concierge service—which assists patients 
and visitors find their way around the hospital. 
Particular praise was given to the volunteers who 
escort patients from reception to the Day Surgery 
Unit. Our follow up phone calls made to patients the 
day after discharge were also commended. Both of 
these services are unique to The Bays.

Baby friendly accreditation 
Congratulations go to everyone involved—particularly 
our maternity team—for achieving the Baby Friendly 
Hospital Initiative (BFHI) accreditation status once 
again this year. 

The BFHI is a global effort by The World Health 
Organization and UNICEF to implement practices that 
protect, promote and support breastfeeding.  

The Bays has been accredited with ‘baby-friendly’ 
status for more than 16 years, and this result gives 
us the accreditation for another three year term. The 
Bays is currently the only private healthcare facility in 
Victoria with this accreditation. 

The accreditation review involved staff across all 
areas. Our maternity team, including our obstetricians 
and paediatricians showcased their initiatives 
and audit results, and team members in catering, 
stores and on our wards were also interviewed by 
the assessment surveyors. 

The surveyors were impressed with the level 
of positive and comprehensive support for 
breastfeeding practices at The Bays. One 
commented: “I have not been in a facility with such 
proactive staff and detailed practices, it has been a 
pleasure to complete this review”.

Accredited ‘baby-friendly’ facilities play a key role 
in educating parents about feeding and caring for 
their babies. Our staff are committed to assisting and 
supporting new mothers with breastfeeding. They 
provide all the information parents need to make 
informed decisions about it. Parents who choose not 
to breastfeed will always receive our full training and 
support. Infant health and a positive experience for all 
mothers is always our priority.
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Midwife, Georgie Shearer and a maternity patient
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Volunteer survey
In May 2017 The Bays volunteers at both Mornington 
and Hastings were surveyed to help us improve 
our volunteer program. Responses were extremely 
positive on the current and future programs. 

The survey enabled our volunteers to voice their 
opinions and ideas. In response to their feedback we 
are currently looking at ways to include or improve 
volunteer education sessions, recognition of service 
and our communications with them. The survey was 
very well received and we thank all the volunteers 
who participated. 

Why I volunteer at The Bays…
“In the past I have been a regular patient at The 
Bays and my husband continues to be a day patient 
annually. I value the hospital as a significant, first 
class facility in our community. I like to feel part of 
the organisation and offer some assistance to its 
programs.”—Margaret 

“I volunteer at The Bays because I have been a patient 
at the hospital and I was impressed with the friendly 
staff: from the front desk to the cleaning ladies, 
kitchen staff, and of course, the nurses.”—Veronica

“To give back to the community through giving time 
to an amazing organisation. I also benefit through 
memorable interactions with people and feel 
worthwhile as I make a difference, even if it is only 
in a small way.”—Kaye

“The Bays is a very happy and pleasant environment 
to volunteer in. There is a feeling of warmth and 
wellbeing.”—Jenny

“It took some time to decide on where I wanted to 
volunteer and where my skills would best fit. The 
Bays ticked all my boxes. The appreciation shown 
by the staff is genuine. After every shift is finished 
I know that there has been at least one patient that 
has expressed their gratitude for the few minutes of 
conversation at what is sometimes a very stressful 
time.”—Wendy

“I volunteer to assist the hospital to continue to 
provide a great service to the community.”—Peter

“I had my second baby at The Bush. I believe The 
Bays is the best most friendly hospital in Victoria. The 
nurses and doctors are all so friendly. People cannot 
speak highly enough about this hospital.”—Carmel

“I just enjoy talking to the patients and the friendship 
with staff and volunteers.”—Nancy

“I originally started volunteering to put it on my 
graduate nurse applications, but I really love my 
Wednesdays in the Day Surgery Unit.”—Keely

“I feel this is the most effective and immediate way 
I can contribute to wellbeing in the community.” 
—Carole

“To give something of myself to help brighten up 
the day for others.”—Alan

“I retired 18 months ago and wanted to do something 
for me. I became a volunteer and get a great 
satisfaction volunteering at The Bays. I love being 
a part of this fantastic hospital, working with such 
caring and dedicated staff.”—Trish

“I like the fact that The Bays is a community based, 
not-for-profit organisation and I feel I am contributing 
in some small way. I also enjoy the environment 
of The Bays. I interact with various staff in the 
organisation and I have always found them helpful 
and friendly.”—Kathy

“After spending time as a patient I realised what a 
magnificent job the hospital is doing for us. I want 
to give back some assistance in appreciation of this 
community service.”—Gwen

“I like everything about The Bays. I never leave there 
without someone saying ‘thank you!’.”—Lyn

“I have been a volunteer in many fields for over 
40 years. Living in Hastings has made me more 
committed to the area and I believe the residents 
have a lot to offer me, and in return, I lend an ear.” 
—Kathy, Aged Care Volunteer

“I like interacting with residents, we are always met 
with smiles.”—Lois, Pink Ladies

ACHIEVEMENTS & HIGHLIGHTS

Volunteer, Kaye Young with a patient Rochelle Henderson, Volunteer Coordinator, and some of the 
volunteer team members
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Celebrating 80 years
The Bays Healthcare Group

In July 1937, the King George V Memorial Bush 
Nursing Hospital opened to great fanfare on the 
current site in Main Street Mornington. It was named 
in memory of the monarch who had died the previous 
year. The original building, affectionately known as 
‘The Bush’, had eight beds in single, two and three bed 
wards, a nursery, labour room and operating theatre.

As part of the Australian Bush Nursing Association, 
The Bush was a self funded, not-for-profit hospital, 
incorporating some of the most innovative hospital 
design features available at that time.

Born out of The Great Depression, the hospital 
not only survived the economic hardship of those 
years, but also rapidly expanded under the enforced 
regulations of the Second World War. The hospital 
grew with Mornington’s booming post war population 
explosion, which continued well into the 1970s.

Bush nursing hospitals continued to thrive throughout 
Victoria, and play a vital role in the delivery of health 
services, until the 1990s when the political and 
economic landscape changed. Health insurance rates 
plummeted to 28%, small bush nursing hospitals 
ceased to be viable and closed their doors. Those 
changes led the Boards of Management of the 
Hastings and District Bush Nursing Hospital and 
Mornington Bush Nursing Hospital to take the critical 
decision to amalgamate. From that decision came 
the name change of the hospital to The Bays Hospital 
in 1997.

Many bush nursing hospitals have closed over 
the past two decades. Economic rationalism and 
the highly competitive, corporate private hospital 
environment has left The Bays Hospital as one of the 
few bush nursing hospitals in Australia still providing 
a full range of medical, surgical and obstetric services 
to its local population. Good management and 
community loyalty have ensured The Bays’ continuing 
presence as a Mornington Peninsula icon with an 
individual approach to healthcare. 

In the past year we admitted 11,000 patients, 
performed nearly 10,000 surgical procedures and 
delivered 464 babies. The hospital employs around 
370 staff. As we see growth in our region we are 
expanding our services. The opening of our minor 
trauma, day infusion service and expanded facilities 
for maternity in 2016, are all part of a period of 
redevelopment and expansion that will continue for 
some time.

The Bays has an ambitious and exciting agenda for 
the decade ahead—and the work we do over the next 
12 months will build the foundations for the hospital’s 
future sustainability, prosperity and leadership in 
healthcare on the Peninsula.

Reference 
Abeyaratne, Hilary, The Bush: The Story of the Mornington 
Bush Nursing Hospital, Hyland House Publishing. 1993
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Ron Heine,  
Life Member of The Bays
Ron Heine was appointed as Life Member of The 
Bays in 1984. He has been kind enough to share his 
reflections on the history of The Bays as we celebrate 
80 years.

My reflections of this great community asset do not 
go back to its beginning, but I get pretty close. 

I was born at The Bush in 1940 but my parents’ 
involvement with the hospital began before 1937. 
My father was on the steering committee looking 
into the feasibility of starting a bush nursing hospital 
in Mornington. Once formed, he held positions of 
Secretary, Treasurer, President and Trustee during his 
involvement with the hospital. 

My mother was also involved for many years and was 
a Trustee of the hospital before she retired in the early 
1990s. I followed my parents’ interest in the hospital 
and was a member of the Board of Management for 
some 30 years. 

Enough of that! It is interesting how things have 
changed, and I will relate two of my memories that 
might ‘ring a bell’ for others who started their lives 
at The Bush, or who have lived for a long time in 
Mornington.

One thing that stands out in my mind is the great 
involvement of community members in the hospital—
an involvement that is still very evident today. When 
you read the history of The Bush, published in 1993 
you see faces and names of people who contributed 
and who became involved in various ways to make 
the hospital what it is today. 

From a personal point of view I can remember how 
my mother frequently patched linen that had been 
ripped or was worn on her machine at home so 
that it would last a little longer. This would certainly 
not happen today. Linen today is contracted out 
and would not belong to the hospital as it did in the 
early days. 

Another thing that I can remember is the local 
ambulance service. In the 1940s the Council 
approached the hospital to see whether it would 
take over the running of the service. The hospital 
agreed to, and ran the service with volunteer drivers. 
Volunteer drivers were rostered on to drive the 
ambulance until the mid 1950s—when the service was 
taken over by the State Ambulance Service with a 
permanent, professionally trained officer and driver.

As a boy growing up in the town I can remember 
going in the ambulance with my father who was 
rostered to drive at a local race meeting at the 
Mornington Racecourse. Dad had not driven at the 
races before and we lined up behind the horses for 
the start of the first race. The race started and I think 
that Dad had just changed out of first gear when the 
horses crossed the finishing line! By the end of the 

CELEBRATING 80 YEARS

An extraordinary commitment

Members of the Heine family have given a 
combined century of service to The Bays.

• Karl Heine, Father (1935–67)—served on the 
Mornington Bush Hospital Committee.

• Marj Heine, Mother (1947–91)—served on the 
Mornington Bush Hospital Committee.

• Ron Heine, Son (1969–97)—served on the 
Mornington Bush Hospital Committee.

• Jennifer Heine, Daughter In-law (2014–
current)—serves as a volunteer.

Ron and Jennifer Heine

day we were not that far behind the horses as they 
finished. Many will remember the ambulance garage 
by the football ground opposite the hospital.

From its humble beginnings with eight beds, to the 
100+ beds today, The Bush/Bays has grown to cater 
for the needs and challenges of the day. 

I often think how fortunate we are to be living on the 
Mornington Peninsula where we enjoy the first class 
medical and hospital facilities that we all expect. 
There are very few problems that cannot be attended 
to by medicos and specialists now based on the 
Peninsula. The Bays (as it has been known since 1997) 
is managed by a Board of Directors who are confident 
and competent, and who oversee an ever -changing 
organisation that is more than capable of competing 
in a very competitive healthcare environment. 
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Dr Kelly Griffin, Obstetrician with  
patient Tahnee and her partner, Mat
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Education and development
The Bays Healthcare Group

Professional skills and capacity

Graduate nurse program
Two graduate nurses commenced their program of 
training in February 2017. Amber King and Renee 
Gledhill are on rotations through our wards and 
theatre, gaining skills and experience along the way.

We asked Amber why she chose to train with us at 
The Bays.

“I wanted to apply for the graduate nurse program 
here because the organisation has such a great 
reputation. I was particularly interested in the 
opportunity to get experience in an operating theatre, 
which The Bays program offered,” she said. 

“The staff and doctors have been very friendly and 
supportive. I’m really enjoying working with the 
theatre team at the moment—I’m going to miss them 
when I move on to my next rotation,” she said.  

Her favourite experience was the two days she spent 
in advance life support training (a high acuity course), 
and time spent in the operating theatres. Her mentor 
and clinical educator, Jenny Wain, has been key to 
the success of Amber’s experiences, as well as the 
friendly and community feel The Bays provides.

Amber would like to continue with postgraduate 
studies—maybe a Masters in Nursing when she 
completes the program. She is interested in a career 
in operating theatre, particularly anaesthetics and 
post-anaesthetic recovery. 

Renee has always lived locally on the Mornington 
Peninsula and chose to complete her graduate 
program at The Bays because she had a positive 
personal experience here as a patient.

She highlighted the opportunity to complete the two 
day advance life support course (facilitated by our 
staff clinical educator, Deb Sharp) as her favourite 
experience so far.

“I’m looking forward to my rotation in theatre but 
have loved post-operative nursing. I’m looking to 
become a critical care nurse. I’m still unsure, but I 
love nursing and can’t wait to explore all the possible 
opportunities,” said Renee. “Everyone at The Bays is 
friendly, kind and approachable. The nursing staff in 
particular are extremely team focused.”

Debbie Parry completed her graduate year at The 
Bays in 2016 and enjoyed it so much, she has stayed 
on as a permanent staff member. Debbie did her 
final training placement with us and “loved the feel 
of The Bays”. She has found post-operative nursing, 
and being involved in a patients’ journey to recovery, 
rewarding and enjoyable. Debbie said the highlights 
of her time at The Bays have been the support she 
has received from education staff, ward staff and 
supervisors, who she describes as ‘amazing’. 

Initially keen on nursing in a community based role 
such as Royal District Nursing, Debbie has decided 
she will stay in acute care because she’s enjoying her 
work so much and as she says, “I’ve got a great group 
of workmates”.

Graduate Nurses 2017, Renee Gledhill and Amber King
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GP education program 
The Bays Healthcare is an accredited education 
provider with the Royal College of General 
Practitioners. Our program is highly regarded and 
well attended by local GPs. This year, 109 general 
practitioners from the Mornington Peninsula attended 
education sessions hosted by The Bays. Eight 
sessions were held during the year covering a variety 
of topics, including:

• women’s health

• prostate cancer

• breast cancer

• lung cancer

• haematology and febrile neutropenia

• fracture management

• hand injuries

• suturing

• back pain

• wound care and dressings

• CPR and basic life support

• chest pain and arrhythmias/ECG interpretation

• diabetes and hypoglycaemia

• management of clots

• paediatric emergencies and paediatric asthma.

Advanced life support course 
The Bays hosted a one day immediate life support 
course for our nursing and medical staff which also 
attracted staff from other hospitals. Eight doctors 
and two nurses completed the course which was 
facilitated by our Clinical Educator, Deb Sharp, and 
anaesthetists Dr Tony Stambe and Dr James Pedley.

The course helped participants develop the skills 
and knowledge required to manage a patient in the 
immediate period of crisis. This standardised national 
course gives international accreditation to healthcare 
professionals. It covered: 

• recognition, assessment and management of a 
critically ill patient

• airway management skills

• basic life support

• defibrillation

• cardiac arrest management, and 

• post-resuscitation management.

The course was accredited with RACGP, ANZCA, 
ACEM, CICM, ACRRM. Due to its success and 
popularity, it will become a regular event at The Bays.

High acuity nursing course 
This course was offered free of charge for all 
permanent nursing staff at The Bays. Six nurses 
completed eight, three hour tutorials over May and 
June 2017. Twenty-one of our nurses have completed 
this course since 2014. The course material introduced 
participants to knowledge and practical skills 
required to provide care for patients with complex 
and increasing clinical needs. Participants have been 
invited to do further practical training in our High 
Dependency Unit.

Career Medical Officers
We introduced our first Career Medical Officer (CMO) 
role to the hospital in December 2015. Our team of 
CMOs has since grown to eight doctors, and they 
have become an increasingly important support for 
our specialists and nursing staff.  

Our CMOs ensure the hospital has on site medical 
cover each weeknight evening and overnight. They all 
bring with them a variety of experience and each has 
particular areas of interest. They are a tremendous 
support for our specialists and clinical staff and an 
asset to our hospital.

Dr Charles Aitken was our first CMO and commenced 
at The Bays in December 2015. Charles now has seven 
colleagues who together cover the roster. Charles 
completed his medical degree in 2011 and gained a 
lot of his experience from working as a locum in rural 
hospitals. He is interested in rural medicine, obstetrics, 
critical care, paediatrics, aged care and likes to assist 
surgeons in the operating theatre.

EDUCATION & DEVELOPMENT

Mr Mathew Lee, Plastic Surgeon and GPs at the suturing workshop Prasanthi Jacob, Registered Nurse
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Dr Jonathan Gillies joined us in early 2016. After 
graduating in 2011, he began his career at Monash 
Health with experience in a range of specialties before 
commencing his GP training in 2016. 

Dr Vaughan McCulloch joined The Bays in late 2016 
and is in his second year of anaesthetic training 
at Monash Health. Originally from Newcastle, he 
moved down to study Medicine at Monash University, 
graduating in 2011. Vaughan also completed his 
internship at Peninsula Health and works casually in 
intensive care.

Dr Nicholas Cameron joined us in 2017. He is originally 
from Swan Hill. He graduated in 2011 and undertook 
his internship in Bendigo in 2012. Nic worked for 
Peninsula Health before commencing his anaesthetic 
training at Monash Health. He is now a third year 
anaesthetic trainee.

Dr Zac Ivey joined The Bays in early 2017. He 
completed his studies in 2011 and undertook his 
internship at Peninsula Health. He is currently in his 
third year of anaesthetic training at Monash Health, 
works as a critical care simulation instructor with 
Alfred Health, and picks up some casual shifts in 
intensive care.

Dr Sandy McCann joined the team in early 2017 and 
completed his studies in 2011. He did his internship at 
Peninsula Health before moving to Alfred Health. He 
is currently in his third year of anaesthetics training on 
rotation at the Royal Children’s Hospital.

Dr Joshua Telles moved to Melbourne from Mackay to 
complete his studies at Monash University, graduating 
in 2012. He completed his internship at Monash Health 
pursuing his anaesthetic career. He is currently in his 
second year of anaesthetic training at Monash.

Dr Dale Winzer is the newest addition to our CMO 
team, he started with us in 2017. After graduating 
from Monash in 2011, Dale completed his internship at 
Bendigo Health before moving back to the Peninsula. 
He is currently an advanced emergency registrar at 
Peninsula Health and works casually in emergency 
medicine. Dale has recently welcomed the arrival of 
his first child.

Neonatal emergency response training 
To ensure our maternity team are highly skilled and 
ready to act in the event of a neonatal emergency 
situation, The Bays has held an advanced neonatal 
emergency training day for the past three years. The 
training sessions are conducted by the Paediatric 
Infant Perinatal Emergency Retrieval (PIPER) team 
educators with a doctor facilitating. This is a well 
recognised and sought after course which The Bays 
provides to our team every year. Our obstetricians, 
paediatricians and midwives attend these sessions—
and we extended the invitation to our Career Medical 
Officers as well.  

We are in a strong position to deal with neonatal 
emergencies, with our special care nursery, birthing 
suites and operating theatres all extremely well 
equipped. And this year we were able to host our last 
training session in our state-of-the-art special care 
nursery before it was open for patients. 

Supporting our nurses
At The Bays we want to give our nurses support and 
opportunities to develop their skills and expertise. 
This year we’ve helped Nicole Prest to transition 
from Division 2 to a Division 1 nurse while she has 
completed her university training. Juggling work, 
family and university is difficult, but The Bays has 
supported Nicole by offering her flexibility with leave 
to enable her to complete her clinical placements. We 
see this sort of flexibility as crucial to developing the 
skills of our team and attracting the most talented 
individuals to our organisation.

Leadership program 
The Bays is committed to developing the leadership 
capabilities of our team members. This year, Human 
Resources Manager, Ingrid Trebels, developed and 
initiated a leadership program. Ten leaders from 
across our Mornington and Hastings sites came 
together for an eight month leadership learning 
journey, participating in externally and internally 
facilitated modules, including:

EDUCATION & DEVELOPMENT

Dr Julie VanAndel and Dr Mark Sujecki, GPs Nicole Prest, Enrolled Nurse
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• building our culture and leading our values

• understanding self and others

• leadership through understanding

• influence, communication and feedback

• leading change

• budgeting, financial analysis

• compliance and governance

• quality, and

• human resources and employee relations.

Participants gave their feedback at the end of the 
program in December, sharing what they learned 
and how this will benefit the organisation, their 
team and themselves personally. The project was a 
very effective way for The Bays to build leadership 
capacity across the organisation, and develop 
relationships across teams and sites.

Customer service excellence project
We launched this targeted customer service project in 
2016 to formally survey and analyse our strengths and 
opportunities in customer service. The purpose of this 
project was to help us deliver consistently excellent 
customer service to all of our stakeholders—never 
losing sight of their changing needs, and continuously 
improving what we do. 

Four focus groups were run across our two sites, 
engaging patients, volunteers, residents, families 
and our own internal team members. Interviews with 
our executive staff and leadership team members 
were also conducted, taking the sample to over 
sixty people. This was aligned with patient and 
resident feedback data to assess the overall quality 
of customer service at The Bays.

The project will continue with the subsequent roll 
out of staff education programs. The Bays aims to 
set the standard for customer service excellence in 
the region.

Community education

Men’s Health Group
During the year we were delighted to start the 
meetings of our men’s health group. The group aims 
to provide information to men and their partners 
across all areas of health and wellbeing.

The group was formed in April 2017 and is chaired by 
local community members Roy and Helen Francis. 
It currently has 86 active members and continues to 
grow steadily. On average, 50 guests have attended 
each meeting—proving its popularity and relevance 
to the community. The group meets bi-monthly, and 
hosts a guest speaker. This year, topics included:

• exercise

• sugar and its effects on our body

• anxiety and depression, and

• alcohol and its effect on mental and physical health.

Learn more about our Men’s Health Group and their 
program of activities on our website.

Member events
This year our members were invited to a number of 
special events, including:

• a preview tour of the new maternity unit 

• the Annual General Meeting and social drinks 

• the ‘Innovation in Cancer’ presentation

• our Men’s health forum dinner

• Cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) training

• the opening of the Margaret Goding Maternity Unit

• the ‘Aged Care Demystified’ presentation, and

• a Women’s health morning tea.

Every event was an opportunity for members to 
meet and learn from a guest speaker affiliated with 
The Bays, and to enjoy the company of other like-
minded people.

EDUCATION & DEVELOPMENT

Lili Bekachvili, Nicola Douglas and Darlene Hoffman, Aged Care
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Cancer support and information 
The Bays holds free community health information 
sessions, events and activities throughout the 
year. These events are open to all members of the 
community and provide opportunities to learn from 
local health experts and connect with a social and 
support network. Information on upcoming events 
is available on our website.

In partnership with the Cancer Council (Victoria), 
The Bays hosted three ‘Living with Cancer’ education 
programs in 2017. These sessions were hosted by 
Breast Care Nurse, Jo Lovelock, and Prostate Cancer 
Nurse, Meredith Studdert, and included local experts 
and guest presenters.

Work experience program
This year we were fortunate to have two year 10 
school students spend a week with us at The Bays as 
part of their school work experience program. They 
were kept busy with a range of activities, including:

• on our medical, surgical, day oncology and 
maternity wards

• doing CPR training

• helping our administration team

• assisting the catering team and in our kitchen

• with our environmental services team

• in our consulting rooms with our specialists.

Primary school visitors
In November 2016, The Bays Hospital received a visit 
from the Mornington Primary School prep students.  
The students were studying the theme: safety. 
Students were treated to an exclusive tour of the 
hospital. During the tour they met nurses and doctors, 
learnt about the importance of hand hygiene and left 
feeling more comfortable about being in a hospital 
environment.

Maternity patients were delighted to show off their 
new born babies and “seeing the expression and 
emotion on many of our patients’ and the preppies 
faces made it all worthwhile,” said Anita Woods, 
Director of Nursing.

‘Making Strides’ walking group
During the year a community initiative led to the 
development of our ‘Making Strides’ walking group—
which is open to anyone directly, or indirectly, 
affected by cancer. The group meets on the second 
and fourth Tuesdays of each month (weather 
permitting) and is led by our trained volunteers as 
guides. Exercise has been shown to be safe and 
beneficial for cancer survivors, helps mitigate the side 
effects of treatment, and improve quality of life.

A big afternoon tea at Aged Care 
In May this year, Aged Care hosted a ‘Biggest 
Afternoon Tea’ for staff, residents and families. 
It was a fundraising event held to raise funds for 
cancer awareness, education and research. Our team 
raised $550 on the day, which was donated to the 
Cancer Council. Around 60 people attended the 
event including residents, families and staff. A great 
afternoon was had by all.

Wellness program
In 2016 The Bays implemented the Aged Care 
wellness program to promote ourselves as a healthy 
workplace and environment. We offered a range of 
resources and initiatives to our staff, residents and 
families, including gentle yoga classes, belly dancing 
and a healthy food presentation by our dietitian—to 
promote healthy eating and diet.

Mornington Primary School students Glenys Malkin, Lifestyle Coordinator, Aged Care

EDUCATION & DEVELOPMENT
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Kidney Health Week health promotion 
Our dialysis nurses provided over 100 free blood 
pressure checks in High Street, Hastings for Kidney 
Health Week in March 2017. They had a great time 
connecting with locals and spreading two key 
messages:

• know your blood pressure, and get it checked 
every time you visit your GP, and

• diabetes is the leading cause of kidney disease.  

The nurses distributed healthy recipe cards from the 
Dietitians Association of Australia and fact sheets 
from Kidney Health Australia. The dialysis team were 
delighted by the reception they received, and how 
health conscious members of the community were.

Volunteer training
Our volunteer orientation program and handbook 
for volunteers was reviewed during the year and 
redeveloped as a formal program and document. 
During orientation our volunteers receive training and 
information about:

• roles and responsibilities

• customer and quality care

• mandatory training in emergency procedures

• infection control, hygiene and handling

• privacy and confidentiality, and 

• occupational health and safety.

EDUCATION & DEVELOPMENT

Dialysis nurses, Sharon Mincher and Leanne Palaster Volunteer, Kaye Young

Aged Care resident, Nada Breen
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Technology
The Bays Healthcare Group

A Victorian first in orthopaedics
In February 2017, working with orthopaedic surgeon, 
Mr James Chiu, The Bays was the first hospital 
in Victoria to use new world class technology for 
a shoulder replacement. This ground-breaking 
navigational system enabled the insertion of shoulder 
implants with pinpoint accuracy. 

The process involves a scan of the patient’s shoulder 
being downloaded onto a computer and a map of the 
surgery being created before going into the operating 
theatre. Sophisticated navigational tools provide real-
time guidance for the surgeon to insert the implant 
with perfect placement.  

“The computer assists me in maximising accuracy 
when placing the implant in the shoulder. It’s still me, 
the surgeon using my own hands to perform the 
surgery, but the system provides me with real-time 
guidance.”

“This equipment is not only saving time spent in the 
operating theatre, it should also improve patient 
outcomes. Getting the alignment perfect means the 
replacement implant should work better, function 
better and last longer. This aims for the optimal result 
many patients look forward to,” said James.

This technology is a significant advancement—and 
for The Bays to have participated is fantastic for our 
patients. We are proud to be able to say that the best 
technology in the world is right here at The Bays.

Argus: Improving communication
Argus is a system for sharing clinical records. It 
helps streamline communication between health 
professionals and care providers. It is now available 
as an option for sending timely hospital discharge 
summaries to a patient’s general practitioner —
improving communication and information, and the 
quality of service for patients. 

New catering software for  
Aged Care
During the year, Aged Care introduced Oscar3 at 
Hastings—a new software program which helps us 
manage patient dietary requirements and hydration. 
The program will help us improve communication 
between nursing and catering staff. It’s another way 
we can make sure our residents’ specific requirements 
are met. 

Mr James Chiu, Orthopaedic Surgeon
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Some of the Health Information Services team

Breast cancer imaging in theatre
Thanks to a very generous ‘in memory’ donation this 
year, The Bays was able to purchase a hologic trident 
specimen radiography system for our operating 
theatre. This system has enabled our breast surgeons 
to improve diagnostic confidence when removing 
cancer tissue—and markedly decrease the time of 
the procedure. This is currently the only system of its 
kind in the region.

Use of the system streamlines the surgery process. 
It scans a specimen right in the theatre, so a surgeon 
can immediately verify margins and assess if a 
tumour has spread. Prior to this technology, the tissue 
specimen was sent off site for assessment, while the 
patient remained under anaesthetic, and the surgical 
team waited for the results. 

The system is being used by surgeons Miss Belinda 
Brown, Dr Ross Ferguson and Dr Joanna Morgan at 
The Bays. 

“Being able to obtain immediate specimen x-rays 
has many benefits for the patients having their 
surgery at The Bays. The specimen can be visualised 
immediately in theatre … If the abnormality is close 
to the edges further tissue can then be taken. 
This translates into benefits with less breast tissue 
being removed at the time of surgery and therefore 
hopefully less disruption to the breast shape. The 
second advantage is decreasing the number of 
repeat operations. As you can imagine, this is a great 
psychological benefit to patients,” said Miss Brown.

Scalp cooling for cancer patients
This year, a generous donation enabled us to 
purchase a Dignicaps scalp cooling machine. 

Cooling the scalp during chemotherapy reduces 
the risk of chemotherapy-induced hair loss. The 
machine is already in use and has been welcomed by 
our oncologists and many of our patients who have 
previously travelled to Cabrini or Epworth for scalp 

cooling. The Bays can now offer this complimentary 
service to all our oncology patients.

Breast oncoplastic surgeon, Dr Joanna Morgan says 
the availability of scalp cooling for patients here in 
Mornington will reduce the stress caused by having 
to travel for their treatment. 

“Prevention of hair loss during chemotherapy can 
bring significant psychological benefits. Many 
women will feel less noticeable and this enables them 
continue as much of a normal life as possible during 
treatment, without having to discuss their cancer 
diagnosis. I am so pleased that women will now have 
the option to use scalp cooling at The Bays Hospital,” 
she said.

McGrath Foundation Breast Care Nurse, Jo Lovelock 
says that “for many people, the fear of losing their hair 
as a result of their chemotherapy treatment is very 
distressing. Their hair loss makes it difficult to keep a 
cancer diagnosis private”. Typically women would use 
wigs, head scarfs and hats to conceal their temporary 
hair loss.

Medical oncologist, Dr Joanne Lundy, explains 
that “the cap is fitted to the patient prior to their 
treatment and cools the scalp. The cap remains on 
for the duration of the treatment and for a short time 
afterwards. Cooling the scalp before, during and after 
each chemotherapy treatment, reduces blood flow 
and chemotherapy delivery to hair follicles which are 
rapidly dividing cells—and therefore very susceptible 
to damage by chemotherapy”.

“Patients report that the caps are comfortable and 
with added comforts such as warm blankets, the 
scalp cooling is generally very tolerable. They feel it is 
well worth the extra treatment time to minimise their 
hair loss,” said Dr Lundy.

The Bays is committed to developing a state-of-
the-art, comprehensive cancer care and support 
service for patients on the Mornington Peninsula. This 
new equipment and technology is placing us at the 
forefront of regional cancer services.

TECHNOLOGY

From left: Dr Joanna Morgan, Breast Surgeon; Dr Joanne Lundy, 
Medical Oncologist; and Jo Lovelock, McGrath Breast Care Nurse
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Infrastructure and services
The Bays Healthcare Group

Education precinct 
In April this year we opened our new education 
precinct and simulation centre at Mornington. It 
gives us a dedicated venue for the many education 
programs and information sessions we host, and is 
a suitable venue for the many community support 
groups and meetings. The facilities have been well 
received since opening in April 2017.

Consulting suites
During the year we employed a dedicated practice 
manager and reception staff to manage the 
consulting suites. Lisa Underwood and her team will 
provide a valuable administration service to help 
specialists starting their private practice. 

“I really enjoy guiding new specialists through the 
start up of their practice. They are very appreciative 
of what we do to help them, and it’s rewarding to see 
them grow their practice. We are lucky to have so 
many fantastic specialists available to see patients 
locally at The Bays,” said Lisa. 

Following the relocation of some offices to a new 
external building, we have been able to make room 
for a new consulting suite. Plans have also been 
finalised for the conversion of the old maternity ward 
and nursery areas into new consulting suites. It is 
beneficial for us to have the region’s best specialist 
talent based in our hospital precinct—and it is 
convenient for both patients and specialists. 

Concierge
Our volunteer concierge service now operates 
during the busiest times (9am–2pm) on weekdays. 
This service was introduced in June to ensure that 
patients and visitors receive a friendly and reassuring 
welcome at the front door, and can easily and 
comfortably navigate their way around the hospital. 
It reduces stress for people and relieves our reception 
staff of the task.

We’ve had some very positive feedback from 
patients, visitors, staff and doctors on this new 
service. Reception staff saw the immediate reduction 
of queues at the reception desk, and better flow of 
traffic through the hospital. A review was conducted 
after a one month trial of the service and some small 
changes were made to the hours and some additional 
tasks have been introduced. 

Maternity
The Margaret Goding Maternity Unit was 
officially opened in July. The $6 million maternity 
redevelopment project includes 10 new beautiful 
private rooms, birthing suites and a special care 
nursery. We have expanded our midwifery services to 
ensure that more local babies get off to a great start 
in life and that families have a very positive experience 
in our family-centric hospital environment. 

Tours of our new maternity unit can be booked 
through our website.

Dr Carl Hoekstra and Dr Ylva Andersson, Paediatricians
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INFRASTRUCTURE & SERVICES

Aged Care redevelopment
Redevelopment plans for our Aged Care facilities 
in Hastings are progressing well. Our development 
application for a new 120-bed Aged Care facility 
was approved by Mornington Peninsula Shire 
Council during the year. The council’s town planning 
department has approved the first stage of 60 beds 
to be built. Detailed design and planning is underway 
to ensure there will be minimal operational impact. 

Design development started in June 2017 and 
significant progress has been made with client 
briefings, interior design concepts (illustrated here) 
and early works undertaken.

New Victoria Street facade

Resident rooms

Aged Care resident, Betty Surkeft
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INFRASTRUCTURE & SERVICES

Dining room

Salon

Above: Cafe. Right: Lounge

Soft tonal palette creating a calming atmosphere

Personal, homely feel

Integrated and simple joinery of natural textures

Generous glazing to emphasise connection with nature
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Patient transport
While family and friends help most patients get to 
and from medical appointments, some people have to 
rely on public transport, have limited mobility, or are 
too unwell to drive themselves. Our patient transport 
program is now available for patients who have no 
other way of getting to and from our hospital.

Community-minded volunteer drivers are being 
sought to help us provide a transport service. We 
want to hear from Victorian drivers license holders 
who could spare a few hours a week to drive our 
modern well equipped cars to help others get to 
hospital or appointments at The Bays. 

Our two patient transport vehicles were made 
available by a generous donation in 2016 from Mr 
Bernie Taylor and The Grand Hotel Mornington.   

Volunteers have the option of working a morning or 
afternoon shift, and can specify how often they are 
available. On average, our drivers volunteer for one 
eight hour shift per week—but arrangements are 
completely flexible.

“The program provides a safe and accessible mode 
of transport and a valuable community service, it 
also plays an important role in patient care,” said our 
Volunteer Coordinator, Rochelle Henderson.

If you would like to help us as a volunteer driver, 
please contact us on 5970 5308. See our website for 
more information about volunteering at The Bays.

Hospitality role at Hastings
During the year we created a new position in 
Aged Care which will ensure consistently high quality 
hospitality services for our residents, families and 
visitors. Darlene Hoffman was promoted to the role 
and will provide leadership and supervision to all 
hospitality-related departments at Hastings.

Darlene began her career with The Bays in 2006 as 
a cleaner. She was promoted to supervisor in 2013, 
and is now in a senior manager position. She has been 
a valuable and popular team member for 11 years. 
Darlene manages the operations of the hospitality 
team and drives and leads continuous improvement. 
She is responsible for meticulous reporting and 
auditing to ensure compliance with our policies, 
procedures and regulations.

In recognition of her hard work and dedication, 
The Bays has offered Darlene support and career 
development opportunities. She recently completed 
our leadership program and says that completing the 
course has given her a “better understanding of the 
business, how to effectively communicate with staff, 
and skills on how to delegate appropriately”. 

“I have always been supported by management and 
my colleagues, and I have made a lot of friends. I get 
a lot of satisfaction from making a difference in the 
everyday lives of our residents,” she said.

New furniture for Aged Care
A focus group of residents, relatives and staff were 
consulted to decide on style, fabrics and appropriate 
new furniture for Aged Care. The new items of 
furniture were delivered in June 2017.

Volunteer, June Goret Darlene Hoffman, Hospitality Services Manager, Aged Care

INFRASTRUCTURE & SERVICES
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Warren Smith, Infrastructure Coordinator

Plans for the new Dialysis Unit at Hastings

New Infrastructure Coordinator 
Warren Smith has stepped out of his role as 
Maintenance Manager and accepted a new role as 
Infrastructure Coordinator. This new position focuses 
on planning and coordinating infrastructure upgrades 
at both our Mornington and Hastings sites. 

Infrastructure refers to things like water, power, 
sewerage, medical gases and also covers major plant 
items such as chillers, generators, switchboards 
and air handling units. The Bays has a number of 
major building projects planned for the near future— 
including the new residential aged care building in 
Hastings and developing the tennis courts site in 
Mornington. There is considerable work in planning 
how our infrastructure will change to incorporate new 
technologies like solar power, battery banks, water 
harvesting, and so on. Warren will become a member 
of each major project team to liaise with external 
service engineers.

HR team
Our human resources team expanded this year with 
new members Sarah March and Sam Hawley. Sarah 
commenced her role in Mornington in May 2016, while 
Sam will be predominately based at Aged Care in 
Hastings. They join Human Resources Manager, Ingrid 
Trebels, to shape and lead the recruitment, retention, 
development and wellbeing of all our staff. 

New Dialysis Unit
Some exciting plans are underway for the 
construction of a new Dialysis Unit at Hastings. The 
brand new state-of-the-art eight chair facility will 
replace the existing unit and be located in a new 
building. The existing dialysis unit will remain in full 
operation until the new one is complete. We expect 
building to commence in 2019. 

INFRASTRUCTURE & SERVICES
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Volunteers and community
The Bays Healthcare Group

Volunteers
During the year we offered 107 of our volunteers 
complimentary associate membership—in recognition 
of the significant contribution they make to The Bays. 

Pictured above (from left) are volunteers: Ruth 
Giuliano, Edna Addems, Jenny Ryan, Lois Carter, 
Janice Danaher, Patricia Steen, Joy Kohn and Robbyn 
Foster with (back row): Peter Wickenden, Adrian 
Wischer, Allan Boston, Rochelle Henderson.

Following are some of our outstanding long term 
volunteers and the milestones they have reached 
this year.  

5 years Edna Addems

Jayne White 

Jenny Ryan

Joy Kohn

Patricia Steen

10 years Anne McCormack

Janice Danaher

Robbyn Foster

Ruth Giuliano

20 years Ruth Seabourne

Sylvia Matheson

Lois Carter, Premier’s Award
In December 2016, Lois Carter—one of our Pink 
Ladies from Hastings—received a highly commended 
nomination for service in the Victorian Premier’s 
Volunteer Awards. These awards celebrate and 
recognise the vital role that volunteers play in creating 
happier, healthier and well connected communities 
in Victoria. 

Lois Carter is held in high regard in the Hastings 
community. She has been a dedicated member of the 
Pink Ladies for over 45 years. During this time she has 
helped the group raise over $65,000 and enabled 
Aged Care to purchase important equipment for the 
benefit of many residents. 

She has a gift for bringing joy and enriching the lives 
of others. Anyone who knows Lois will agree that she 
has many remarkable qualities. Her bright, bubbly and 
compassionate nature allows her to interact easily 
with everyone she meets, either as a volunteer or 
employee. Her skills and qualities have enabled her to 
contribute to many volunteer organisations, including 
the Pink Ladies, Probus Club, school committees, the 
local yacht club, and more.  

Her diligence and experience as Roster Secretary 
have made her a role model for many Pink Ladies. Her 
compassionate nature has endeared her to her fellow 
volunteers, our staff and residents. Her regular weekly 
time commitment over 45 years to the Pink Ladies is 
truly outstanding. 
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In addition to her formal commitments, Lois 
personally grows beautiful flowers in her garden 
which she delivers to The Bays Aged Care to help 
brighten up the environment for the residents. It’s this 
personal touch that has so endeared her to many of 
us at The Bays.

Lois Carter has selflessly committed herself to making 
a difference in the lives of those around her. She is an 
inspiration to us all. 

Community engagement
This year we continued to communicate with the 
community through our website, social media and 
other advertising activities.

A website redevelopment was implemented during 
the year which has improved our capacity to provide 
information and build our online presence. The new 
website includes functions for members of the public 
to book tours and request information. We can 
feature our specialists and provide news on upcoming 
events and activities.

Our social media continues to be a popular way 
for the community to informally connect with us. 
Our Facebook page has seen a steady increase in 
followers and positive engagement metrics. It is 
proving to be a very effective way for us to engage 
our community and spread our news and messages.

The Pulse newsletter is a new initiative this year 
which has been well received by our community. It 
shares stories of our supporters, doctors, staff and 
volunteers who are working together to provide the 
best healthcare for our community.

Members
The past year has been an outstanding one from the 
point of view of our membership. We doubled our 
number of members this year.

Membership 2016 2017

Family 23 80

Single 12 50

Associate 107 105

Life included above 11

Total 142 246

When surveyed this year, 100% of our members said 
they would recommend The Bays to others. We are 
very proud of this result. The Bays will continue to 
liaise with our members, to get their feedback on our 
performance and initiatives.

VOLUNTEERS & COMMUNITY

Lois Carter, Pink Ladies volunteer Members attending the Margaret Goding Maternity Unit opening
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Philanthropy
The Bays Healthcare Group

Maternity opening
In July, past Board member Nick Roberts officiated 
the opening of the Margaret Goding Maternity Unit. 
An honour wall (pictured above) was unveiled to the 
audience of 100 guests, including The Hon. Greg Hunt 
MP, Federal Member for Flinders, Minister for Health 
and Minister for Sport—whose children were also born 
at The Bays.

In 2016, The Bays Hospital received a landmark 
gift of $5 million from the Goding Foundation—the 
philanthropic foundation of Mornington residents, 
Brian and Margaret Goding.

In making the donation—the largest in The Bays 
history—Brian Goding AM said The Bays Hospital had 
an essential role in providing healthcare services for 
future generations and that he and his wife hoped 
that their support would inspire others to follow in 
their footsteps.

The Goding family has had a long association 
with The Bays Hospital, reaching back over three 
generations. Brian Goding’s first personal contact 
with the hospital was in 1939 when his sister was 
born here and he came to visit. That association has 
continued on with Brian and Margaret having all of 
their children at the hospital and more recently many 
of their grandchildren have been born at The Bays. 

“Our hope is that the gift will make a lasting and 
sustainable contribution to maternity care in our 
community for generations to come,” said Brian 
Goding at the opening event. 

The $6 million maternity redevelopment project 
included 10 new private rooms, birthing suites and 
a special care nursery. With a fast growing regional 
population, The Bays Hospital has expanded its 
midwifery services to ensure that more local babies 
get off to a great start in life and that their families 
have a positive experience in our family-centric 
hospital environment. 

Breast cancer imaging
Thanks to a very generous donation this year, The 
Bays was able to purchase a hologic trident specimen 
radiography system for our operating theatre. This 
system gives our breast surgeons better diagnostic 
confidence when removing cancer tissue—and 
markedly decrease the time of the procedure. The 
system streamlines the surgery process and scans 
a specimen right in the theatre, so a surgeon can 
immediately verify if a tumour has spread. Prior to 
this technology, the tissue specimen was sent off site 
for assessment, while the patient remained under 
anaesthetic, and the surgical team waited for results. 

Breast care nurse resourcing
The All Saints Anglican Church Opportunity Shop 
in Rosebud donated $12,000 during the year which 
was used to increase the availability of our Breast 
Care Nurse, Jo Lovelock. This additional funding has 
enabled her to see more patients at home, increase 
her availability in Rosebud, and run more workshops.
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Aged care multi-sensory project
Two generous grants this year have funded a multi-
sensory stimulation program to enhance the living 
experience for long-term residents with dementia.

The Bays’ lifestyle team works to provide residents 
with appropriate stimulation using established 
techniques including aromatherapy, doll therapy and 
visits from a trained pet therapy dog and volunteer 
handler. These techniques have been shown to 
engage, entertain and comfort residents, particularly 
those without, or with only very mild, dementia.

While there is no cure for dementia, multi-sensory 
stimulation aims to bring purpose and meaning 
into the lives of those living with advanced stages 
of neurocognitive disorders by providing suitable 
stimulation for residents, having positive effects 
on behaviour, mood and cognition. Multi-sensory 
stimulation provides stimuli to the primary senses of 
sight, hearing, touch, taste and smell.

Sue Jagger, the wife of a resident, led the 
development of a multi-sensory garden designed 
using Alzheimer’s Australia’s best practice guidelines. 
This unique, restorative space will:

• provide a soothing environment for residents

• deliver high levels of specific stimuli to various 
senses using the power of our natural environment

• provide an array of scents, textures, sounds and 
engagement to stimulate a resident’s senses, and

• enable families to share special occasions in a 
private outdoor garden setting.

Building works completed earlier in the year included 
the renovation of a room that features natural filtered 
lighting and a window that looks out upon the 
dementia garden. A philanthropic grant helped us 
to transform this space into a multi-sensory room—
equipped with a fibre optic curtain and wall, bubble 
column, LED effects projector, and weighted pet 
therapy pet animals for residents to pat and nurture. 
This room is without doors, so residents can use the 
space independently at a time of their choosing. It 

give families a means to positively interact with their 
loved ones, and provides caregivers essential tools to 
provide quality patient-centred care.

To complement the dedicated room, a virtual 
experience has been developed by Alzheimer’s 
Australia, which includes iPads and an LED effects 
projector on a mobile cart. This cart can be moved 
throughout the home to provide an experience for 
residents who cannot walk to the room itself.

Golf day 
The National Golf Course offered its usual technical  
challenges to golfers; but rainy spells and gusty winds 
added even more during the 14th annual charity golf 
day held in October 2016.

Despite the challenging conditions, 176 players hit 
the green to raise funds for The Bays. Lightning, hail 
and rain did not dampen the sportsmanship and 
community spirit. 

The event raised over $53,000 to purchase software 
for our new world class prostate ultrasound machine. 
The equipment helps clinicians examine the prostate 
with a reduced risk of infection, allows for a more 
accurate biopsy and a better estimate of the cancer’s 
size and aggression. The system helps the surgeon 
locate a tumour, guide biopsy sampling, and improve 
the placement of low dose radiation treatments—all in 
real time during an operation. 

We applaud the significant support of the event’s 
long term gold sponsors MIA Radiology and 
Melbourne Pathology, silver sponsors Mercedes-Benz 
Mornington and CICG and bronze sponsor Want A 
Sparky. Our major fundraising activity would not be 
possible without the support of these partners and 
The National Golf Course. 

Thank you to our 2016 Charity Golf Day gold sponsors:

Sue Jagger, leader of the multi-sensory garden project Burke Bond Partners and Featherby Lawyers team, 2016

PHILANTHROPY
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Hospital room refurbishments
Mr Bernie Taylor from The Grand Hotel Mornington 
continues to help us refurbish our patient rooms 
with his generous donations. Funds donated by 
The Grand Hotel for this project directly contribute 
to painting, new carpet and window furnishings. 
This keeps our rooms fresh and modern, but most 
importantly, comfortable for our patients. The Grand 
Hotel generously donated $19,500 this year towards 
patient room refurbishments.

Mornington Race Day tin rattle
In March 2017, our fundraising team pulled on their 
scrubs to rattle tins at the Mornington Racecourse 
on Mornington Cup Day. We asked racegoers to 
dig deep to help us purchase equipment for our 
Special Care Nursery. Each year the nursery provides 
specialist care for more than 140 unwell, or premature 
babies who need extra monitoring. 

Five-year-old Oliver Austin-Mills (pictured above) 
joined his dad, patients, volunteers, staff and friends 
at the Mornington Racing Club to rattle the tins on 
the day. 

In a gesture of very generous support, the Melbourne 
Racing Club Foundation and the Mornington Racing 
Club matched every dollar donated by the public on 
Mornington Cup Day, contributing to the purchase of 
a new foetal monitor for our maternity unit. 

Manikins for training
A community grant from the Rotary Club of 
Mornington enabled the purchase of adult and junior 
CPR manikins—to help us deliver higher quality basic 
life support training.

There are many factors that contribute to survival 
but none as powerful as receiving high quality CPR. 
Delivering high quality CPR is not easy, research 
has found that the correct compression depth of 
5–6cm is difficult to ensure. The Laerdal Resusci 
training manikins are equipped with SkillGuide, a 
small, portable and lightweight machine that provides 
real time feedback and single session debriefing. 
SkillGuide takes the guesswork out of CPR training, 
logging and storing results for comparison and 
tracking of CPR competence development over time.

In addition to being used for staff and GP training, the 
new training manikins were used throughout the year 
at free basic life support sessions for our members, 
equipping them with the skills and confidence to 
perform effective CPR.

“The new training manikins are helping us deliver 
higher quality basic life support training. Educating 
our members, volunteers and the local community 
is such an important issue for us”, said Anita Woods, 
Director of Nursing. 

PHILANTHROPY

Staff and volunteers Member training in CPR
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The Bays Hospital 
Vale Street  

PO Box 483 
Mornington VIC 3931 
Phone 03 5975 2009

The Bays Aged Care  
15 Cool Store Road  

PO Box 100 
Hastings  VIC 3915 

Phone 03 5979 0333

The Bays Dialysis Unit 
86 Victoria Street  
Hastings VIC 3915 

Phone 03 5979 0344

Major contributions 
The Bays Healthcare Group was grateful to receive major 
contributions over $10,000 from a number of generous 
individuals and philanthropic organisations in 2016–2017. 
These gifts and fundraising proceeds allowed us to take 
significant steps forward in providing the highest quality 
patient and resident care, medical equipment and facilities. 

All Saints Anglican Church Opportunity Shop Rosebud
Andrew Griffiths’ Fully ‘n Pushing charity film screening
Anonymous donors
Erica Foundation Pty Ltd
Grand Hotel Mornington
Hastings Pink Ladies Inc.
O’Donohue Family Foundation
The Bays Hospital gift shop volunteers
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www.thebays.com.au




